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1 Title 
Software and Electrical Design for an Autonomous Drone Delivery System 

 
2 Statement 

My project is to design the electrical systems required in the construction of a 
delivery drone that can fly autonomously and perform deliveries as well as develop 
software to enable this functionality. 
 

3 Purpose 
Delivery infrastructure makes up the backbone of American commerce. Every day, 
millions of planes, trains, and trucks are traveling across the country, city, or 
neighborhood to make sure that you receive your package. The tech industry is 
pushing to find new ways to optimize this delivery infrastructure to increase 
efficiency while reducing costs and environmental impact. 
 
The purpose of this project is to produce a prototype of an autonomous drone-based 
delivery system for use within a small geographic area. It will help small businesses 
all the way through large companies get their products and services to a co-located 
customer quicker and with less fuss than current systems. 
 

4 Description 
I am partnering with Texas Instruments’ Kilby Labs to produce the electrical systems 
and software required for a drone-based delivery system. Texas Instruments hopes 
to see its products and platforms being utilized heavily in this emerging market and 
is my primary client, but the target audience is actually anyone seeking to find a 
better, faster, and smarter way to get physical product from point A to B. Automation 
of the transport of goods and services is a rapidly growing market with many industry 
heavyweights like Amazon and Dominos mounting large-scale efforts to include 
drones into their delivery infrastructure. This project is a big step in creating the 
delivery machines of tomorrow and the research that I conduct and prototypes I build 
will inform the industry on what works and what doesn’t.  
 
The final product of this project will be a physical working prototype of a delivery 
multirotor drone with a 3-foot diameter capable of lifting a payload of up to 5 pounds. 
The drone must be capable of dropping off a payload at a GPS location up to 2 miles 
away without landing from a height of at least 15 feet. The drone will be built using 
off the shelf parts as well as technology from Texas Instruments, which will serve as 
the on-board computer systems of the aircraft. For the purposes of testing a 
payload, I will be using pizza as the object for delivery. I will be responsible for 
creating the electronics systems that power the drone and process flight data as well 
as any additional software the drone will need to achieve safe and stable 
autonomous flight. I will also be supplementing the delivery drone prototype with 
detailed documentation on the development and build processes as well as open-
sourcing its codebase. 
 



I want to be able to use this project as an incredible hands-on learning experience 
with drone and robotics technology, a field that I am passionate about and would like 
to work with further along in my career. It’s also an opportunity to create 
professional-level work with an industry client guiding and backing my efforts. I will 
learn more about designing software for embedded systems platforms, work with 
cutting edge silicon like the Texas Instruments MSP432 Launchpad, and practice 
project management skills. 
 
I am equipped for this project with coursework and hands-on experience working 
with embedded systems, microcontrollers, wireless device communication, and 
software engineering. I am also experienced in sourcing off-the-shelf parts for 
drones and assembling flight-ready systems as I continue work on building a 
personal custom DIY drone through my involvement in Robotics Club. My student 
position at the Deason Innovation Gym has given me a technical skillset that 
encompasses a variety of rapid-prototyping technologies, all of which will help me 
design a better product in the long run. I will utilize knowledge from all that I have 
learned and worked on so far in this project, and as a result I will be able to make 
cross-course and cross-field connections as I see the electrical, mechanical, and 
software systems come together in this complex machine. 
 
This project takes all of the experiences and skills I have to the next level, combining 
them to produce a high fidelity prototype. It will utilize of a lot of the knowledge I 
have accumulated over the last three years. I will dive deeper than I have ever 
before in capstone-level research to understand how each of the components work, 
understand how to program software interfaces between subsystems, and connect 
devices that will eventually come together to get a delivery in the air. 
 

5 Methodology 
I have already begun a literature review, conducted product searches, as well as 
met with my client to determine specific requirements and timeline for the 
development of the drone. Moving forward, the project will require additional 
research and calculations to determine the most effective combination of 
components to balance battery life, maneuverability, safety, noise, strength and 
durability, payload limit, reliability, and many more factors. I will need to study drone 
flight dynamics and the rules, guidelines, and regulation created by the FAA and 
other drone-related governing bodies. I will also educate myself in drone operator 
responsibility to make sure that I am using the correct procedures when operating 
and commanding an unmanned aircraft. 
 
An initial prototype design must first achieve basic safe and reliable flight with full 
manual control before additional features are added. Not all products will perform the 
way the manufacturer claims they do, so it is imperative in our purchasing that I 
confirm the reliability of all components as I build. The initial prototype will also 
require a microcontroller that is both easy to use and easy to interface with for the 
flight computer, which will allow us to focus on testing components and achieving 
safe and reliable flight. This initial flight computer must be based on open-source 



code, which will aid in the development of a later iteration prototype that utilizes the 
more advanced and more capable TI products as a replacement flight computer. 
Additional major milestones will include the addition of sensors that read the 
environment around the drone for accident mitigation and avoidance, the capability 
of long-range autonomous non-line-of-sight flight, a retractable winch that will lower 
the payload to safe drop height while keeping the drone away from potentially 
harming anyone, and inclusion of a downward-facing camera that will look for and 
confirm the location of a fiducial marker, or drop-off location. 
 
Because most of the components I will purchase come from a worldwide distributors 
of hobby electronics, it is possible we will experience delays in shipping as well as 
unknown deliver dates, which could be a potential challenge that slows the drone’s 
development. Miscalculations and crashes leading to testing downtime is also 
another potential roadblock. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                      

6 Timeline 
 
Deadlines and Engaged Learning events 
Sept. 13 – preliminary meeting with sponsor 
Sept. 15 – Engaged Learning proposal approved 
Sept. 30 – Projects are announced 
Oct. 3-5 – Project confirmation session 
Oct. 4 – Midterm design review with mentor 
October – Midpoint update meetings with Engaged Learning 
Nov. 4 – First prototype deliverable due to sponsor 
Nov. 29 – Final design report due to mentor and mentor-specific presentation 
Feb. 6-10 – Presentation @ Engaged Learning Week 
Apr. 15 – Final product due 
 
Approximation of development phases:  
September – Design research, calculations, order first set of components that allow 
basic construction (frame kit, radio antenna, GPS radio, flight computer, batteries, 
motors, motor controllers, etc.), preliminary assembly, and preliminary software 
design. 

 
October – Refine software design, continue investigating Ardupilot or equivalent off-
the-shelf and open-source flight controller, achieve safe and stable manual flight 
control, and begin GPS-based autonomous flight control 
 
November – Refine software design, capabilities should include safe and stable 
manual control as well as autonomous GPS-based operation, begin adding accident 
mitigation technology and graceful descent using TI sensors, and port flight 
computer over to TI products and sensors. 
 
December – Refine software design, add camera processing capabilities to locate 
fiduciary marker and confirm drop-off point, and add gentle drop capabilities 
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